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Welcome to the Northern Inuit Society... As the official society for northern Inuit dogs we provide all the latest news, information on available northern Inuit dogs and puppies, the latest information show and more... Game of Thrones North Inuit came out on the small screen in 2011 when they appeared in HBO's Game of Thrones, a highly
successful TV show adapted from George R. Martin's Songs of Ice and Fire series. The Northern Inuit, bred by breeders of the Northern Inuit Society, were selected to play both puppy Direwolves and adult Direwolves in Season 1 of Game of Thrones Read more about the Northern Society of The Inuit About the Sea and SunThon we
strive to spread the word about this amazing breed and hopefully see our pack grow and find new adventures here in the future. To this day, the northern Inuit are still quite rare in the United States. Only a handful are present now, and most of them are spread so far and widely across the country that seeing these dogs make them a
spectacle here. We are constantly stopped here and asked about our dogs and what it is. Most people have no idea what the Northern Inuit are, let alone know anything about the process of getting one. Before Kaikala and our U.S. fellow breeder Mountain Myst in Colorado, getting NI meant buying and delivering a puppy internationally.
Let me tell you that this was a bit intimidating at first. It took a lot of research and a lot of getting to know new people before I was really able to take the next step forward to buying a puppy. I was lucky when I met a fellow American on the N.I.S. forums who just happened to live next to me. She invited me to go meet her and her dog so I
could finally see one of these amazing creatures in person. From that moment on, I knew I was going to have a northern Inuit, and with it I was pointed in the right direction for the breeder. Fortunately now, the process itself should be much easier as there are currently two registered breeders here in the US and many breeders in the UK
who are now willing to ship internationally. As registered breeders we are all dedicated to the overall health and well-being of this wonderful breed, and it is our collective hope that they thrive here in America and around the world. The Northern Inuit Society of America has begun and we hope to continue to grow and make our founding
charter in the UK proud. So please bear with us as we learn and grow. Become part of the Kaikala family: If you want to join our family by adopting one of our puppies, please know that all potential puppy owners will be interviewed. We want you and the puppy to with each other to have them forever at home with you will stay forever.
However, there are some things you should do before deciding to take the Northern Inuit, whether it's with us or anyone else.1 Do your homework: Please, and I can't this is enough, do your homework and research this breed. If you think this is the breed for you, then make sure it's by reading and asking questions. The more you know,
the better you can determine if N.I. is suitable for you and your family. We want you to be able to take care of your future puppy, so your package is a happy package. Please check our links section on the Northern Inuit Society page and forums. There you can explore and ask all the questions you can come up with and happily get the
answer back. 2. Talk to other NI owners: As stated above, part of the process of getting my first Northern Inuit involved my acquaintance with new people. This is what you have to do to. So please go to the forums, or find us on Facebook and know that you have a place to talk and meet with other NI owners and breeders. Find out all you
can from those who can provide you with the answers that you need to make an informed decision about this breed. I did, and it made a world of difference. Through them I learned important information and forged new friendships. My breeder and I speak constantly and she is always there to answer any questions I may have. So know
this as I learned: you not only buy a puppy, but you also join the family. If you feel insecure about your breeder, or trash, then don't go for it. Follow your instincts, and know that there will always be other litters there. As a registered breeder, we want both you and your puppy to be happy, but if for any reason you find that you can't keep
your N.I. know we'll take them back. Our dogs are part of our family and although they may find new adventures that will take them away from us, they will always have a place to call back home on Kaikala.3. Get to know your breeder: Please talk to your breeder. Let's get to know them. Ask questions. The more you know, the better. As
potential buyers know that your puppy will stay with them for the first 3 months of your life. So please make sure that this is someone you trust to take care of your future family member.4 Know what you are looking for: Do you have a certain color in mind? Want all the white northern Inuit? Soble, perhaps? Maybe wood? Or maybe your
dream dog has a full mask? Want a show dog? Or do you just want a new member of your family? The thing I'm trying to do here is that if you're looking for something in particular, then look for it. Don't agree. Find the planned littered that best suits you. All of the above points will help you with this.5 Get ready: Before Madigan and even
now as I get ready to get Bigby I started getting ready for my future puppy. I bought their collars, leashes, toys, and food in front of my hand. I was ready for their arrival, and in doing so I was able to spend more time bonding with my new puppy. Also, if you ever feel the need to stop by and see puppy, then please don't be shy. Just call us
a couple of days in the front line and schedule a meeting. If you can't get a sit down and visit know that we'll keep you updated on your puppy with weekly updates and photos.6. Picking up the puppy: When the time comes to pick up the puppy, please plan accordingly. Bring a travel kit for puppies. This kit should include baby wipes to
keep you puppy clean in the event of an accident. Please bring puppy food and about a gallon of water in case your puppy gets hungry or thirsty for a trip home. When collecting a puppy from Kaikal you have to bring a matching sized drawer for your puppy to travel in. Believe me, all this helps make the trip home much smoother. Finally,
if possible, someone else will drive you when you go to pick up the puppy. The first moments with your new family member are crucial because they are related to you and learn that you will keep them safe... In an attempt to make the domestic dog look more like a wolf, northern Inuit were created. It is an unrecognized breed of dog
developed in the 1980s by mixing Siberian huskies, Inuit dogs and German Shepherds. The breed is very smart and quick-witted, so it is not good for inexperienced dog owners; however, they are completely non-aggressive dogs and make a perfect pet for the right house. The Northern Inuit are loyal and protected. You may ask yourself,
where can I find a Northern Eskimo dog for sale? If you think the Northern Eskimos is the perfect breed for you, there are plenty of breeders you can look in down below. How much does a northern Inuit dog cost? This breed can be quite hard to find, especially in the United States. Most often you will find a breeder of this breed in
European countries. Not all international breeders will supply their puppies internationally, so keep this in mind. It can also affect the price tremendously. You can expect to pay about $800 even more than $1,000 for one of these puppies. Although this will vary from breeder to breeder based on first shots of the puppy, the floor, and if the
puppy is a microchip. Northern Inuit female dogs can have five to twelve puppies in one litter. They usually only litter one in each ear or every two years. Northern Eskimo Dog Breeders When you start finding a Northern Eskimo dog for sale there are several places you can check out one of these is the site of the roster of breeds. You can
find a list of reputable breeders here: Here you will find a couple of reputable northern Inuit what I was able to find on the Internet: Honiahaka Wolfalike They have been breeding a Northern Inuit breed of dog for years. They live on a large farm which Their dogs and puppies run around getting a lot of exercise. They say they only feed their
dogs the best foods and that they love to stay up to date with all the owners and puppies they have ever bred. They offer support on everything you need when you get a puppy from them. They also encourage if you are interested in a puppy that you contact them to go out and visit. You can check them out here: and see all the upcoming
litters they will have. Mount Myst Northern Inuit It can be very difficult to find a Northern Inuit dog breeder in the United States and this breeder is one of the three that are out there. Many breeders who breed this dog are in different countries. They have grown their pack over the years and puppies at least once a year. Their puppies are
extremely popular because of their great reputation. You will most likely have to get on the waiting list for a couple of years. They have great communication skills and email you back pretty quickly. You can get started and fill out a puppy application here: Traildog Northern Inuit Another popular Northern Eskimo breeder Isles Traildog
Northern Inuit. They specialize in breeding and preserving the breed. Breeders like to go outside on trails for biking and hiking. They like to take their dogs with them. They you have posted a lot of pictures of dogs and puppies. If you are interested in a puppy, you will have to get on the waiting list for their next litter. Can you contact this
breeder here on I should know before taking a Northern Inuit dog? Before you choose a Northern Eskimo puppy, you should know that if you live in the United States it will cost you money. The truth is that not only is the Northern Eskimo Dog Price expensive, but you will most likely have to get a puppy shipped from Europe. So without
making for the cheapest dog to add to your family. So before you start looking for The Northern Inuit for sale, you should know that they are not readily available in every region of the world, so that they can become expensive to buy. The other part is that they are a highly desirable dog, so it is not uncommon to be forced to place your
name in a queue. After all, just make sure you know what you're getting and you'll have the most loyal companion ever! Northern Eskimo Dog Rescues If you have searched consistently for the Northern Inuit dog but are unlucky, then you should definitely consider taking the dog from rescue. You can even choose a foster family dog for a
while too. It can be quite difficult to find specific salvation for this breed, but there are Several rescues for various wolf-like dogs. One rescue I was able to find is North North A rescue society where you can contact them and see what they have available. I hope this will help you have many options when searching for this breed of dog.
Dog.
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